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Hi! We are escuela de garaje (garaje school)! A free and informal school that changes its 
shape depending on what we are talking about and where we do it. Our overall goal is 
to continually and collectively (un)learn. Horizontal, free and informal, that’s how we 
like it.  

For this opencall we are motivated by the feeling that new monuments should be 
designed collectively as a participatory process, not only by voting. It is by asking 
questions, by talking and listening to each other, by taking time to actually coexist. By 
opening up a space for encounter and deliverance. In that sense, inclusivity and diver-
sity are not topics to be represented, but values to be performed in our everyday lives. 

Luckily, we are not alone in this, and there are many others in di!erent parts of the 
world working with their past, their collective memory and looking at how they are 
represented in public space. We are not inventing anything new or interested in artistic 
originality, but in sharing what many are already asking themselves. 

To get there we want to propose a temporary school, free and open to everybody, to 
arrive at this new memory together, from the bottom up. Maybe it will not be easy, 
or fast, but we really believe it is important to take our time and seize this moment to 
re-imagine how we make history together.

step by step 

We propose to carry out the school in the W1555 cultural space: organizing workshops, 
reading groups, meals, screenings, guest lecturers, you-name-it. For this, making 
active use of the networks and W1555 Buurtbrief to extend the invitation and share 
the progress of the school is a key part as well. These are the basic steps of our curricu-
lum-in-becoming:

1. We want to start by mapping together what is already there in Charlois, looking not 
only at the hard monuments and statues, but also listening to other forms of memory. 
Some of the questions that might orient us are; Who made these things? When? What 
do they remind us of? What do they advise us?. For this part of the school we will work 
with the “Agitpop mapping workshop” from the Manual of CollectiveMapping by the 

Project description

Argentinian collective Iconoclasistas and the Monument Lab Field Trip from 
the Monument Lab initiative (Philadelphia). The results of this map will be 
exhibited as one big collage. Time: 1 month.

2. For the beginning of the collective design process, we will work with the 
Paper Monuments (New Orleans) Public Proposal Template to invite everybody 
to elevate their voices and submit an answer to the question of imagining a 
new monument together.  What matters to you as we commemorate together? 
Is it a monument about a place, a person, a concept, a movement, or something 
else? Why does this history need to be told?. All the proposals will be exhibited 
alongside the collective collage cartography. Time: 1 month.

3. Once we have all of these inputs, we can finally convene a popular assembly 
to carry out the design process (oh yes). We want to highlight that assemblies 
are a form of political participation that avoid voting, and take the time it takes 
to arrive at a consensus. Or at least, as something as close as possible to it. At 
last, we will share the results by organizing an exhibition and a (block?) party. 
Time: more-or-less 1 month.

4. Finizaling details with the installation team. Time: 1 month.

budget

Simple! In order to make the school possible, without a!ecting the actual work 
and being coherent with our community driven principles, we will redistribute 
the budget as follows:

5.000 production 3.000 school 4.500 fee. 

Thank you for your time and consideration! 

The garaje school  
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CV
Since June 10th 2010

www.laagencia.net
info@laagencia.net
Rotterdam - Basel - Bogotá

Escuela de Garaje (garage school) founded in 2010, is a diasporic o"ce for art 
projects that promotes research and processes in art + education. We look to 
stimulate the debate on artistic and instituting practices, experimenting with 
di!erent strategies and work methodologies to propose mediation formats, 
collaborative public programs, self-publishing exercises, and alternative ways 
of doing with others. Through our own research and open program ‘’ Garage 
School ’’, Laagencia is committed to collaborate with a large number of local, 
national and international initiatives, whose interests are in thinking about dif-
ferent formats in the production of knowledge and its circulation channels. The 
project is made up of five artists, without any type of hierarchy, all are directors, 
producers and participants.

> 2022
- Garage School vol. Vergel Diasporic.   Halfhouse, Barcelona
- Science of fiction workshop. Lunga School. Seydisfjordur, Iceland
- Mobile Soils. SAE greenhouse ETH and TETI group. Zürich, Switzerland

> 2021
- Fermentos Unidos. Tercer espacio, Plural nodo cultural. Baogotá, Colombia
- Living cultures school. Kasko. Basel, Switzerland
- SoMeMeR uNSCHooL / SMMR NSCHL / oeeoou. Rotterdam
- Relearn. Varia, Rotterdam
- Formation Camp. De Appel, Amsterdam
- Tracing food. HDSA2021. Hackers and Designers, NDSM Loods, Amsterdam

> 2020
- Garage School vol. Fermentation. Summer residence at RIB, Charlois, Rotter-
dam.
- #descansa, Museo Reina Sofia + Permea Master in art and cultural mediation. 
MOOC. Madrid
- Residency Garage School vol. Fermentation / Summer Lab, RIB, Rotterdam

- Projectsubsidies Cultuur. Gemeente Rotterdam

> 2019
- 3rd meeting of cultural and artistic mediation. Acción de borde, Centex, Valparaíso.
- Workshop and conference on liquid mediation, Bureau des transmissions, Garage 
Museum, Moscow.
- Residence in Art and Education, CM7 organized by ART + FOLK, CM7, Bergen.
- Kunstklubben # 7: Flaggverksted på Åpent Trykkeri, Bergen.
- Allez! Meeting on traveling practices and dispersed museums, Museum of Contempo-
rary Art of Barcelona (Macba), Barcelona.
- Permea, Experimental program of mediation and education through art, Department 
of Art History of the University of Valencia and Consortium of Museums of the commu-
nity of Valencia.
- Gestiko dekolonialak, Azkuna Zentroa, Bilbao.
- Perturbable School, Hospice of failed utopias, Luis Camnitzer. Reina Sofía National 
Museum, Madrid.
- United Masses, collective meeting with Makea tu vida, Contemporary Art Museum of 
Barcelona (Macba), Barcelona.
- Sálmon Festival, Fàbrica de Creació Fabra i Coats, Barcelona.

> 2018
- Practicalities: Art & Education Budapest Seminar. Evens Foundation. Budapest.
- CAMPAMENTO. Habitación compartida. Mediation school. Bank of the Republic Mu-
seum. Bogota
- Intensivo Odeon, Espacio Odeon, Bogotá.
- Most Things Happen When I am Asleep, Artspace, Aotearoa, New Zealand
- In Watermelon Sugar, Poppositions 7th Edition, Brussels, Belgium

> 2017
10-20 / DEC - Working for the Future Past, SeMA, Seoul
OCT 18 - DEC 18 - Cosmopolis # 1 Collective Intelligence, Center Pompidou, Paris
05 / SEP - 06 / OCT - Edge E!ect, Cabinet # 22, Flora Ars + Natura Bogotá
18-25 / JUN - Uncertain School, Lugar a dudas, Cali
06-21 / MAY - School of Liquid Mediation, ArtBo Fin de Semana, Bogotá
JAN - MAR - Garage School Vol. Outdoor


